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As this book progresses, you will learn the principles of sociology. This theory of spiritualism is a mystic science. It is a philosophy but has many connections with each idea. Each idea has a definite relation with other ideas. It offers a plausible explanation for the creation and other biblical stories. It puts the Bible down as a fact but also explains that because of the people's ignorance they took it mystically. When it was merely God in a flying saucer or UFO, such ignorance caused the foundation of a religion. They are from another world or the free country will be explained later. This study is very complex and demands a good study. All phenomena can be given an explanation.
of sociology - ESP, automatons and the like. So without any further ado, start on the first chapter. THE AUTHOR
Mark Foster - Introduction

This is the kind of story that has never been printed before - and once ever. This is the story of the mind.

Mental illness and ESP. It sinks beyond the reach of any other writing. of the story. I do not have any science text books to drive me astray! We with pens, the paper and the dictionary. I hope you enjoy the

[Signature]
CHAPTER I
prologue
The main principal of souldogy
the soul

In this chapter we will
discuss all the matters of the
soul. This is the beginning of the
understanding of souldogy, as you
can tell as it is contained
in souldogy. The soul is the
only reality, there is know such thing
as "physical." The things that are
know as physical are merely
the force of the soul. As discussed
in Cayce's
Edgar Cayce on Atlantis, the
world originated as the
human race originated
as a soul. And the
He created his second world
after creating the prehistoric
world, which was a soul and when
Adam and Eve picked from the
tree of knowledge they were
given knowledge of the soul and given
a physical force which is by interpretation,
of this book. All the dead souls of cowmen, when the cowmen died their body floated up to heaven. Plants also have souls as do animals. In the middle of the nineteenth century a group of people got together to form an organisation which later developed into a religious order. It all began when a man had been murdered, several months after the murder of this man, he heard the voice...
give a certain amount of knock for yes and for no, this continued for many weeks. The girl had attempted to hold her secret. Not her mother happened to"...

knocking, such the how spread of this story. Other people had claimed to hear ghosts knocking. This story I refer too is story of the origin of spiritualism. I criticise this theory very often because everything that they do except the sound is phoney. Every thing they say has no relation to another thing they say. And very often they explain themselves and up criticism.

* A noisy ghost
scientific fact is put into relation with the occult. And at at times even that is criticism.
The other dimension telepathic experience in the other dimension, therefore is part in schizophrenia terms. Unless of cause the dreamer is a schizophrenic, which of cause in any dream telepathic or not make this dimension dream of a schizophrenic normal, and the other dimension dream abnormal vice versa. To go to dream transportation I will say that it is caused by thought transportation from the soul in the other dimension. In other words telepathy thru dimensions. Sleep walking and talking is caused by when the soul goes into conscious part of the mind. Another important thing is that we and our minds must look alike. If the dreamer has a mental illness other then schizophrenia. The soul in the other dimension has schizophrenia muted and subtracted from schizophrenia. The other mental illness (es). Vice versa, if the soul in the other dimension is retarded we have dreams of a retarded nature. When we dream our soul in the other dimension does the same thing as we did the day before except imagine it schizophrenically.
Attention. If we are schizophrenics in this dimension, the soul in the other dimension dream normal. This is basis of a 24 hour clock. It disrupts sleep evenly. Since we can gradually adjust ourselves to less sleep, our soul in the other dimension, gradually adjust themselves to more. 

Talking about time, the time has come to bring this book to a close. I am proud to say that I do so with great honor. For in this book I have given you the theory. I hope the night theory in understanding about that bunch of masses which makes up an organ called "the human mind."

I will give you a list of it will give you more information on these subjects in the following chapters.
PART 5

Extra Sensory Perception... SITUATIONS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE SOUL.

Most Extra sensory perception, often abbreviated as E.S.P, is thought of as being insane by many critics. Many of these critics however have not really ever cut down and really thought about it though, I am a critic of these critics, I believe in E.S.P, E.S.P means the ability to read one's mind. I will now explain how this works simply: The soul leaks from one body to another, when one wants to read let E.S.P work, he wills it to happen and therefore part of the soul leaks telling you his thoughts drawn like a magnet. The soul just extends not causing the one who is being mind read any difficulty whatsoever. Clairvoyance is considered a branch of E.S.P and means one's ability to foresee the future, reincarnation
by one past life which was same as the present life. In reincarnation the soul renews itself in another body. This is one thing in which was thought of before by people of which I agree. Let us get back to clairaudacy. This is caused by some occurrences of the soul while traveling. This occurrence is in other words from the changing of dimensions. Another long wondered mystery is reincarnation. In reincarnation the soul goes to heaven to prepare for a new life. Then another personality continues the life cycle. When god created us, he made us into infinite dimensions. God to us is in different dimensions, worlds, or the same soul story. Heaven itself may be considered as a storehouse of souls, before their usage. There have also been many cases in which people claimed that they or someone else became invisible. These may be explained simply, the soul forced the
physical body to disappear, while the soul itself remained. This is an opposing action of the soul. These cases like these may prove that the soul is nothing but thought. Out of body travel is still another matter. This is caused by the soul releasing itself from the physical body. This is an abnormal action of the soul. I was caused by one of two factors:

1. The soul releasing by force
2. The soul releasing naturally without a will to do so.

This feeling sort of tightening the nerves on the soul in the other dimension and sooner or later occurs in all dimensions alike. In telepathic suggestion you transmit part of your soul to the other person's body. Or you may magnetise her soul to your body, still the souls may meet in mid air.
ANALYSES OF DREAMS AND HALLUSINATIONS.

In the bible they make many references to the dreams that Joseph had of his greatness. This was leading in the right cause to modern dream interpretation. Later on they abandoned this theory and related it to astrology, if they would have continued that way, they would have been much advanced in dream interpretation. These dreams of Joseph came true, which as I made reference to in chapter 2 as being your souls telepathic experience in the other dimension. These E.S.P. situations come from extensions extending from the mind. Let's return to Joseph's dream. I now bring you the dream of a schizophrenic. I am boxing with a man who wears only a pair of shorts. He boxes me in a rage, I do not seem to sense his blows. He says that he is very mighty and points at his head and says that he is touched in the upper story. He repudiates
In the action, the two boxers are both himself. One is disturbed emotionally and the other emotionally normal. He can not feel the blows of his illness, but know that it is severe. The dream ends. I regret to admit that I myself have never psychoanalysed anyone, being only 12 years old.

Obtained from other various books, thoughts, readings a bit and adding my own interpretations. Let me add how a contribution to the hallucination.

The hallucination is an ab normal action of the soul. During it, the soul splits and the soul in the other dimension is half awake and you are half awake. This is not true if in this dimension you are a schizophrenic. If the soul in the other dimension is a schizophrenic, as schizophrenics are, the things he does gives something giving you a hallucination.

Vice-versa, I return to the boxing dream. This dream is of great content showing the dreamers fight with his emotions. The soul in the other dimension gave...
away the thoughts greatly in this dream. As you can see, the dream seemed like the life of a schizophrenic. This is a link from another dimension, other then the soul in the other dimensions.

I will now give you a normal dream. I step out of the van and proceed upstairs. I then rest on my bed and open a book to read. I read for many hours. In interpreting this dream I admit it does show a strive for knowledge. The reading of the book is about the only characteristic. All others are normal. This is decided by a non-schizophrenic. Characteristics are exaggerated by the soul in the other dimmensions. Which is a cause of him being schizophrenic. I will now bring Part II to a close with an example of an hallucination. A lady is running to eternity. The lady is the male dreamer. It symbolizes his homosexuality. He is also necrotic, symbolized by his eternal running. This is another example of schizophrenic exaggeration. As you may know what is true for me...
interpretation, dreams, is also true in interpreting hallucinations.
PART IV

0. 0.

THE REACTION OF THE SOUL AND DREAMS DURING AN ANTAGONIC LSD, MARAWANA, FEMALE.

L.S.D. MARAWANA, FEMININE.

L.S.D. MARAWANA, FEMININE. All drugs which have changed the course of hundreds - even thousands of American youth.

For almost all painful operations, an antiseptic is given. These antiseptics have a strange influence on the soul. The dimention to which the antiseptic is given often has strange experiences as stated by my eight year old sister. I myself was never under the influence of an antiseptic. She says that she knew that she was having her tonsils out during the antiseptic. She also mentioned that she had strange dreams and psychedelic patterns greatly influenced her. I asked her how it felt and she disdised it very
greatly. She said that a strange influence was on her. She tried
to move her hands with no luck.
Although knowing what position
they were in, this is a strange
happening at the soul. The soul
in the other dimension must have
undergone a strange experience, of
which was of course repeated a day
later by the soul in the other
dimension. By this manner we can
see the influence it had on
the soul in the other dimension.
Being awake, delirious and under
doped up were obviously the effects.
We may examine this by the
statement.

Testing my theory for accuracy.
When doped up you are half asleep.
At the time of my sister's
tonal operation, she also was half up
and asleep. This is further proof of
sociology. Since that time many
anesthetics replace ether, and now this
it is only used in special cases,
may seem a strange place to bring a
book to a close, however I regret that
I will have to do so, I say again that I will now end this book and the research which went into it. In the future I hope to publish a work which will give more recent theory in the study of sonology. For as you know we have just started. I say again, I am only 12 years old. This part of the book is only an introduction.

To the book. The book in book #

I will give you a better explanation of sonology. There will be no conclusion at the end of the book. I will just end it with the final explanation of I will list, well, what are you waiting for? Turn and the page and start reading...
About Meditation: Meditation is harmful to the soul. It brings the soul into the conscious, destroying the soul by forces other than natural.

About Physical Illness: They appear in both attention and thinking things over night.

About the Light barrier: The soul goes thru the light or time barrier by place transportation. A powerful light made of light atoms.

About Dimensions: Dimensions keep on getting more and more schizophrenic, they are never ending. Some are behind us while one of cause less schizophrenic. There are also they become more schizophrenic in front of us. They all of cause look like us.

About Hypnosis: Hypnosis takes the soul and splits it allowing you to only think half. Allowing you to let loose thoughts, Vice-Versa.

About Coma: A coma lets you live your soul in the other dimension while it is the coma. When she sleeps he sleeps.
lightly, as you having the larger percentage of the sleep. At the time your soul
in the other dimension falls asleep, he gets his dreams from the next dimension.
Your soul in this dimension while in the coma also dreams this dream,
being more schizophrenic. About Passing out! When you pass out your soul
in the other dimension has hallucinations. Vice versa.

About Meditation! Meditation is harmful to the soul.

About Thinking things over night is caused by some transaction of the soul while travelling.

About Split personality! Split personality has always been thought of as belonging to the
class of E.S.P. (Extra-sensory Perception). Well I now attempt to remove it from
this class. I believe that instead of the soul descending into the other dimension,
body, it remains in your present body such giving a you another personality. It may
not appear schizophrenic for the reason that it has not passed wholly thru the dimension
only partly. There fore making it almost
Schizophrenic or non-schizophrenic, this is caused by it being caught in the other dimension of the mind and not allowed to go. Hypnosis will set it free.

Drugs! Drugs will prevent you from receiving the life of your soul in the other dimension.

About sex. Sex is only magnified in dreams when the soul in the other dimension is schizophrenic. Because as you know, schizophrenics exaggerate things including sex. The same thing is true in sleep, masturbation, sex is magnified. Vice versa.

About the light barrier explored further, it said that light separates dimensions. After you leave the dimension, you will then enter the same place as the beginning of the other dimension. And you can keep on going, getting into deeper and tighter dimensions, which in turn strengthens the schizophrenic range.

About daydreaming, in daydreaming, the soul leaks a little bit from one dimension to another. The one which it leaks from sleeps lighter at.
About Deprivation from sleeping! When one is deprived of deep sleep, in a dimension, he refuses sleep. The dimension that is sleeping is in a coma, which is as deep as regular sleep and not as a regular coma. This makes the soul struggle and therefore makes it sick, causing a mental disorder in both dimensions, which may be different than in both dimensions, which does not include schizophrenia.

About Insomnia! Insomnia is caused by a long sleeper in one of the dimensions.

About Malaria caused sleeping sickness? This causes a fight over sleep making the soul sick of the struggle. It causes an added and subtracted mental illness in other words, queen. This is also true of the sleeping sickness caused by the tsetse fly, termed African sleeping sickness (Encephalitis Lethargica) and mosquito caused sleeping sickness.

About Truth Syrup! Truth syrup works on the same soul-shaking system as hypnosis.

About Sleep Movements: Are referred to in the main body.
but I will repeat it. It is caused by a leak of the soul from the soul from one dimension to another. This makes the awake part of the soul tired.

About sleep. Chills in sleep is caused by the soul. Since it is in the other dimension, you cannot be protected from the cold. Because of this lack of soul power, the heart and breathing are slower.

About REM sleep. This stands for rapid eye movements. It is caused by a set time in which the soul leaks through dimension. This causes the eyes to move. This causes the awake part of the soul to get tired.

About light sleep. Other then when caused by insomnia, it is also on a set time. And the awake part of the soul also gets tired.

About dreams, or E.S.P. From an outside source. This interrupts the regular dream.

About out of body travel. This is caused by the soul releasing from the body too soon, and letting you be aware of this. Your body is unconscious, but abnormally and at the wrong time you are good.
squeezed in his body because of this and
the feeling changes throughout dimensions
Why do dreams come in flashes? The soul only
has a limited amount of power to
transmit thru dimension. Also it has to
use a limited idea amount,
both at a certain quantity use quantity,
which only allows you to see flashes.
The flashes may not seem possible for
(two) reasons:
1. You may get interference from another
soul, vice versa
2. If the dreamer is a non-schizophrenic
the soul in the other dimension would
unimaginable numerous things; if the dreamer
in this dimension is schizophrenic, this
would not be possible, vice versa.
Hallucination: This an out burst of the
soul into the conscious mind.
Recommended term to refer to what
Freud calls the subconscious, I will
recommend the term, 'Soul Cycle' indicate
or of transactions interlocking dimension
which I will all reviate and pronounce
as 'Scotid'
Recommended term to describe an abstractive soul in the other dimension. I pronounce it and spell it as such.

Recommended term to mean the soul in this dimension. I will pronounce and spell it as such.

About Freud's overcharged idea. Freud in his studies believed that the dream was an overcharged idea from the past. As you know, the schizophrenic's mindless thing sticks (in other words, makes things worse than they are). So, since that he makes things the same things, that you thought of the day before more generalized. This would only apply if the dreamer is not a schizophrenic. Unlike L.S.D., marijuana and other habit-forming hallucinatory drugs. These drugs are harmful to the soul especially L.S.D. because they make a non-schizophrenic schizophrenic, reversing the dream, at ease making the side of the soul normal that was once abnormal. Temporarily anyway unless the addict stops the drug abuse. Vice versa, marijuana damages the soul in other various drugs.
belong under one of the mental.

About Alcohol / Alcoholic products

A soul is and could heart it by even abuse. This causes a fainting spell the sleeper to go abnormal. Since the alcohol mixes the personality itself at his mind is in the other dimension. This differs depending on the alcoholic strength. Then the soul who was sleeping repeats the same process which also makes you abnormal in your sleep. If cause as I mentioned in Part I that in all cases the soul is repeated vice versa the next day depending on who you mean.

About schizophrenic dreams. Many dreams if not almost may not seem schizophrenic opposite, which is an interference from the soul after the soul in the other dimension. Vice versa.

About God.

About the joining soul. The joining soul is a soul which connects all dimensions. Even though there are two basic sets in each group. The soul

About Birth and Death.
To the Bible, it states that God created a man like himself. This means that it looked like him. Further proof of this theory.

About blinking: Blinking is occasional jerks of unconscious when it happens naturally. This causes the soul in the other dimension to have occasional waking up spells. Resisting blinking long enough becomes harmful. About why many religious people while playing and meditating close their eyes.

About flying saucers: Flying saucers are from another dimension. These people have found a way to travel thru dimensions.

About the universe: The universe is set till a certain point, and the only way to pass this point is by place transportations. The universe is really the same as the dimensions. Different universes are the same as
different dimensions.
About the dreams in the blind: It is well known that blind people dream. These dreams often symbolize a wish to overcome their loss. If the dreamer is a non-schizophrenic, his dreams are schizophrenically undamaged. If he is a non-schizophrenic, the opposite is true. Vice versa, the blindness is common to all of the dimensions.

About the waves of the soul: The waves are similar to television and radio waves except place is transported.

About birth and death: Birth and death are common to all of the dimensions.

About Hell: Hell is in off an extending dimension, the same as heaven. It is also the reservoir place for bad souls. The souls are saved to be used in animals, bugs, etc., depending on the degree of bad behavior of the soul.

About the creation: The creation was caused by a sudden stop which
expanded dimensions. Unknown by any production we know of.

About dimensions explored even further.

Our dimension is the only dimension in existence. It occupies endless matter.

About retardation. Retardation is common to all of the dimensions.

About psychoanalyses. Psychoanalyses is harmful to the soul if done in an abrupt manner. If done easy it is not at all harmful. I still recommend that if one is to practice psychoanalyses, he should do it at a slow pace so the soul will not get damaged and the mental illness will not be conquered.

About the waves of the soul. The soul, which is god, never sleeps, into looking at all of the dimensions. He sends waves, which reach all of the dimensions at the time of their consciousness.

About sleep running. Running while sleep is the same basic sleep habit as walking and sleep talking.
It is a leak from the soul in the other dimensions or dimensions. About the dimensional pair and an infinite group! Each dimension is a part of a pair and also a member of a group. The pair is the basic schizophrenic and non-schizophrenic. The group is all the infinite dimensions. Some people do not dream 100% schizophrenic if they are non-schizophrenic and 100% non-schizophrenic if they are normal. This is because they are a single. They dream from any one of the other dimensions in the group. The whole group of a single person from dreaming look alike, including the other part of the pair, if there is any. Occasionally one of the pairs will leak and you will dream from out of your dimension.

About the place of dimensions. All of the dimensions are in the same place. All objects rest in all dimensions. All of the objects have a soul. And all objects are exactly the same.
Homosexuals and heterosexuals.

Homosexuals and heterosexuals have these striving elucidated in their dreams if they are not schizophrenic. Their dreams are of course exaggerated schizophrenically. This also goes for my mental illness, besides schizophrenia.

About praying: Praying is E.S.P. to the interlocking dimention. (God), God as we know now sleeps has one one for each soul. Each of the dimention has a different dimention of god.

Being the interlocking soul part of the interlocking dimention, which each of which looks like the other dimentions.

This in turn increases his extrasensory ability.

About the physical body: The physical body is only a body to give the soul some matter. The soul exists in the brain. And the soul operates all of the senses. It also operates the nerves and reasoning part of the
brain.

About the creation: The creation was made by the interlocking soul. He created a world out of dimensions by expanding his dimension. His world was the same as our world, including the other dimensions, it was originated by a force unknown to us.

About the souls of plants: Plants also are in all of the dimensions. They run on the same principal soul principal.

About the souls of animals: Animals run on the same soul principal as humans. They are also in all of the dimensions.

About organic matter: I am referring to organic matter that is not presently alive but at one time alive. This type of matter has no soul. Except one, composed of atoms.

About inorganic matter: Inorganic matter has an inorganic soul, made up of inorganic atoms.
About physical objects. Physical objects were created by a force of the soul. About gravity; Gravity is the force of a soul in the center of the earth. About life and other cases. These are also tighter. About solid light. About birth.

About sex explored further. Sex is a force of the soul and the sperm and the egg cell are needed to make a person.

About growth; Growth is a need for the soul to stretch, restricted by some force. This force is either mental or physical.

About Dreams in the coma.
About the soul explored even further. The soul is a mass of love, invisible to the human eye. About impenetrability, impenetrability is an unscientific theory according to sociology. It states that two objects can occupy the same space at the same time. The souls of physical bodies occupy the same space at the same time. Even though one lives the same life, the other day after the other one and the physical body cannot meet. Incidentally, will bring out next under. And they cannot because they are physical not because a soul. The souls however are a different matter. They are the same souls in all dimensions. However, the interlocking souls occupy some of the same space as does the soul connecting the pairs.

About physical objects explored further, inorganic matter is impenetrable. Although
or having an accident, shakes up your soul either physically or mentally by a sudden frightening.

Aunt Amnesia and Forgetting! Amnesia is caused by a sickness, physically or mentally, or shock treatment. This loss of memory occurs physically by a sickness because the sickness and germs shake up your soul. And mentally because the mental conflict shakes up your soul. Forgetting is caused by taking too much information in the mind which causes it to over flow or to leak out of the soul.

About Mental Illness! Mental illness is caused by the soul to be out of order before birth. If it occurs before birth or in an accident which shakes up the soul physically instead of mentally or if it happens before birth, the soul grows wrong in the uterus which makes the soul again out of order.
physical bodies cannot occupy the same space at the same time. Inorganic matter is not organic. And in all of the dimensions, inorganic matter has to be by in each. For instance, a desk has to be by in all of the dimensions, not just one. About the force of the soul! The soul's force creates the physical matter. All matter has to have a soul or else it would not exist. This force creates a physical object, and it depends on how strong the force is, how much the physical layer will be. This force in present-day science is known as the atom.

About shock and shock treatment! A strong shock as you know can kill. What this does is destroy the soul. Not the nerves as scientists believe it to be, shock treatment and electro shock treatment is a different matter. This in a fraction of a second kills or purifies some of the thoughts. Regular shock treatment such as...
About forgetting over night! Forgetting over night is caused by the soul while traveling which does not occur often.

About outside disturbances and their relation to the dream. If any disturbances come over the dreamer, for instance, the screeching of an automobile and water poured over the dreamer’s head, this would have a schizophrenic reaction. But the soul in the other dimension would immediately it to be a storm. This same disturbance will come into both dimensions. The schizophrenic experienced not occur the next day. When you are dreaming, this is of course only.

If the dreamer is non-schizophrenic it is not a disturbance; vice versa.

About the question of the sleep being over one is when you are awake and this leads the idea.

Soul in the other dimension to a sudden black out. This occurs the following or sudden sleep. Vice versa.

About Why forgetting is less apt to happen during the stage of sleep. According to the soulogastic theory
Forgetting is less apt to happen during the stage of sleep. When you are asleep, only a small portion of the soul belongs to you. The larger portion belongs to the soul in the other dimension. There is only enough soul for you to occasionally move about. You do not experience enough life to forget. You most often forget your dreams of which I will discuss next.

About forgetting dreams; you do not have enough soul to remember your dreams, therefore they are forgotten. Exceptions to this rule do however exist. If you memorize it you might remember your dreams. I had a dream four years ago and still remember it quite accurately. You can also have a nightmare which you will likely remember.

About smalls, pairs, fourth, eight up to infinity and up to the infinite group. You are most apt to dream your soul in the other dimension.
is strong enough you might dream your forths on your rights. As you can see I am speaking in terms of powers of the powers, I will explain. Each pair must have a pull to unite with it which forms a fourth. And each fourth must have a forth to unite with it and down the line. You may now fully understand me, this is all part of infinite group. If you recall I before talked about the infinite group. If you are a non-schizophrenic you have to dream one of the schizophrenia's dreams and if you are a schizophrenic you have to dream a non-schizophrenic dreams. This whole statement is vice versa. Occasionally a schizophrenics will occur causing schizophrenia's to dream about reliving condition. Reinforcement is communication with heaven or hell. A schizophrenic and non-schizophrenic to dream non-schizophrenic. Communication with the dead. This term is not down to the point according to soul agnostic theory. When people communicate with beings, they are not dead.
They are the souls that will eventually find a body in which to live. They are present in heaven or hell.

About family resemblances: The souls of the body form. In heaven, there is a storage of souls. One is bound to resemble its parents. When the sperm goes into the vagina, this causes a force. Part of the soul comes out of the male and part out of the female. Later, a different soul comes out of the storage place of souls in heaven, which changes the child a little different personality than that of his or her parents. This proves that the sperm and egg cell are souls mixed with some body from the small force of the soul. As most all other happenings, they occur in all of the dimensions.

About astrology and its relation to the soul:

9. Palmistry: Palmistry is a legal belief. The lines in your hand do have an effect on your life. They show the patterns of the soul. What the soul plans to do in the future,
This is telepathic only if the soul is not aware of his future, if he is aware it is just the soul planning what he will perform in the future.

B. Numerology. Numerology according to my belief has no meaning at all, mixed with erratical babble. But not with the presents. It could be one of the interlocking soul's way of expressing the future. In numbers.

C. Primitive dream interpretation. This has hardly any meaning. It shows man's never ending trial to know the meaning of his dreams.

D. About the stars. Man had many gods. He figured that he explained two things at once. Where are the gods? And, what are the stars?

About many, many gods. This philosophy may have some truth in it. At the time man believed in many gods, it may have been so. The Heavens is always one step ahead of the other dimensions which explains Tolstoy. They are already experienced.
the prophets.

About the yogis: The yogis are people who practice a method of exercise. This exercise as they believe will give them freedom and communication with the spirits. This physical practice has some mental connection with the mind. It loosens and changes the patterns of the soul. One yogi was known to be able to stop his heart on command. As we know, the soul forms the physical body. Since yogas change the patterns of the soul, it changes the soul by soul pattern changing. This effect is helpful but I do not recommend it. It is not official. The gods are ones own soul which they considered a god.

About the bible: The bible is a complicated book. Both testaments. When Jesus returned from the dead, he had performed a reincarnation act. It may be true that he was honestly the son of God, when he
floated up in the air, it was a simple out of body. Abnormally other people viewed this experience which was standard to other people. Moses when going up to mount sini passed the dimensional body by place transport into God's spaceship. An explanation of Adam and Eve lies simply, God created Adam and Eve in all of the dimensions. When he created the world as I mentioned he created them in infinite dimensions and became the interlocking soul. When Adam and Eve were created they were sent from God's planet to earth by place transportation. They came out of the sand as a symbol of some sort. You may wonder how all this was recorded. It may have been recorded someplace that we do not know of on the Ten Commandments. Do not think that our world was the only one created in each dimension. There are many worlds
which suddenly become other dimensions. All of the worlds exist in all of the dimensions. Moses went up to God in his space ship. It mentions that he came in contact with fire. This fire was the changing of dimensions. It would not be possible for any human being to cross these dimensions without the use of place transportation but God gave him the power to do so. About future dimensions: Time is nothing in the science of the soul. Telepathic dreams may also come from a future pair dimension. When I say time is nothing I do not mean that there is no such thing as time, but simply that between pairs of dimensions it means nothing. The only time that time is expressed is between paired dimensions is during sleep when all sleeping dimensions dream at the same time.

About the mental attitude - physical and mental. A mental attitude is important in regaining
good physical health as well as mental health. In regarding physical health, it is caused by the soul. As you know there is a relation between the physical body and mental self which is really the soul. As you know the physical body is caused by a force of the soul, so the soul attitude (mental attitudes) effects the physical self. Another attitude is if you say you will fail a test you will. This is soullogistic willing reaction. You will your soul to do a certain thing and therefore do so.

About horoscopes! Horoscopes very well may work. Let us consider some factors. As we know horoscopes predict the future by the month or date of your birth. For instance a soul is basically of the same kind in a certain month. March 21 to April 20 is one basic kind of soul. April 20 to May 20 is another kind of soul. And down the line dreams may also have some of these horoscope factors except regular dream interpretation. Besides regular dream interpretation.

About Maharishi, Maharaj Yogi, Maharsi, has an entirely different way of looking
at the mind. He believes that the
natural state of men is joy. I
believe that man has to have both
feelings in order to survive. He also
has a very mystic point of
view. He believes that nuture is some sort of mystical being. I believe that it is a
force of the soul to move, which may
be explained by a logical scientific
approach.

About elasticity: Elasticity is lies
somewhat in all objects. This is
carried by the want of the soul
to regain its original shape.

About sound: Sound is caused by
the elastic power of an object.
The vibrations of the soul causes
a sound. The stretching and
interference of the soul cause
such a sound. This shows a weak but plentiful
form of electrical waves. Electrical
waves either in radio or television
are an image of the soul.
The soul is dissolved and reappears
in an image on the screen. In
A movie the image of the soul creates a second image.

About light: Light is caused by a natural force (the sun and stars) or a human force, (flashlight, candle oil etc.) This force is the power of a special soul. This is a special power.

About electricity: Electricity is creating on artificial soul force, either by battery or from an electric plant. Lighting is the only natural soul force.

About temperature: Temperature is the heating of a body; scientifically speaking, temperature is the force of a dimension depending on its condition. This is equal in all dimensions. This includes electricity; every single breeze.

About the E.E.G. The E.E.G. is used both in uncovering the emotional disorder while conscious and uncovering the
Dreams while asleep, still it is used to find out the capacities of the heart, in finding out one's mental health it picks up the patterns of the soul. In finding out the dreams of the unconscious it reads when the soul is comming with the other dimension(s). One will also notice that this has a relation to palmistry. As I before mentioned, the soul causes patterns on the hand, these patterns are picked up mentally by the E.E.G. You may wonder, how can this relate to the heart. Well it picks up the patterns of the heart, the heart has beats which have an effect on the soul causing waves.

Spiritualism, Spiritualism is a similar belief to sociology. They both involve the soul or spirit which is the same thing. In science's the soul from heaven communicates with those on earth. You may see him, hearing or he may appear to move a table or other physical objects. Both spiritualism
and sociology are branches of mysticism. Spiritualism may be right in its beliefs, but I differ in some of them. Idealism is another of these mystic practices. Many others also exist.

About mysticism in religion. All real religions have a mystic practice of some sort. Christians believe in Christ as the son of God. Jews believe the Moses revealed the ten commandments. If you recall I explained these happenings. Buddhists, Hindus, and Moslems also have a mystic practice of some sort. Many other primitive religions also have mystic practices. If you will note most of them make reference to the soul. At some time or other, Mysticism is a practice known to man since he first roamed the earth. Sociology is a modern mystic belief.

About the knife and gun and how the effect on the soul. The gun poisons the soul by sending deadly lead
to the blood. While the knife and
related ideas make one bleed to death and damage the soul,
in both cases the soul goes to
heaven or hell until bleded.

About the heart and blood. The heart
runs on a continuous process. The beating
of the heart is caused by a
continuous process of the
soul. The blood keeps the
physical body moist while the
most of the soul is left it
during the night.

About the lungs and breathing. The
lungs also are run on a continuous
process. It is powered by the
same way as the heart. The air
keep the soul cool.

About germs and diseases. Germs
harm the physical body. This in
turn harms the soul. Cancer,
muscular

distrophy, and the like, are all diseases which harm
the soul.
About enuresis, Enuresis is the practice of urinating in bed while asleep. This is the same as sleepwalking, talking, and R.E.M. sleep. It is a peek of the soul from dimensions. It occurs often in young children. This is the soul's immaturity. When it is spankings, it is caused by a defect in the soul which causes it to continually leak. A boat why people die at a certain age. In other words, the soul dies at a certain age. It is the same in the as in an older age, men are more on the whole more active than women which weakness the soul. The male soul is different from the female soul and only one of each kind can produce a child. A soul can only exist on Earth at a certain length of time. Then it returns to heaven or hell for its next life on Earth. As you may know, the soul out of form are good, and the souls out of hell are bad.

Charge of 7 species/Over the ages a type of soul slightly changes its force which changes the size and facial features.
of a soul. The same is true with animal or plants.
About the word "soul," in the dictionary it came from Latin, soul from old English, English derived from Latin, so it is indeed possible that soul derived from soul. They related soul to the universe. This proves that they thought of the soul as existing in the universe. About atoms, and the soul; atoms as we know them are really powers of the soul. When two or more which are put together, they form a compound. This compound is a mixture of two or more souls. When they are put together, they lack as a single unit of dimensions.
About God—The future dimension. Prior in appendix D, I made reference to a future dimension and that also time does not matter in dimension except during sleep and between pain. Well now I add that God is the most advanced of the future dimensions. He liked his life always, which is the same as our present life. In prayer you may communicate with his subconscious mind.
About why people wake up at set time. The soul can only stay in a certain body for a certain amount of time. During the right, the body builds up enough power to attract the soul from the other dimension. This power is something like a magnet. The soul can only stay there until the magnetic power waves off. Then it descends to the other dimension.

About why some flowers close at night. The flower needs rest too. So at night it closes its buds. When it does this, its soul decends to another dimension. The flower, like man and animal have infinite dimensions, pans, groups, etc. The flower reacts to the same movements as does the flower in this dimension. Vice versa.

About disease prevention. There is a definite care for all diseases. This cure return the soul to its original form. It's form has changed by the force of the disease. Vaccinations send medicine into the soul. Each type of disease needs a negative to cure it.
About the soul and dimention. The only reality is the soul. All others are a false of the soul. Dimentioning one an expansion of the soul. All objects are forces of the soul. Some mystics talk of mind and matter as the only realities. Mind is the same thing as the soul and matter is a force of the soul as I discussed prior in Appendix I.

About thunder and lightening. Thunder and lightening are ways of expressed by abounds dimentional interference. This may and may not occur in all of the infinite dimentions. There are ways of predicting such happening by the formation of the clouds. This shows the sky trying to reject this interference and hold it back without luck. This sometimes causes rain. There are certain times of the year when the resistance is low. About the brain and mind. The mind is the real soul. The soul is a cover-up and storage place for the soul. There is a definite
difference between the two of them. About the soul and death. When a being dies, the soul leaves the body and blood leaks which causes the soul force to fade away.

About LSD

L.S.D. is thought of as being a very bad drug to some people. It has a bad effect; dizziness, weird colors and sometimes it even produces out of body travel happening. This drug is used in research into mental illness. It produces the same effect as that of a schizophrenic. This drug has many good uses if used in the right proportion and.

On the other hand is very dangerous if used too a great extent. Schizophrenia is almost impossible to get rid of unless fired into the other dimension. L.S.D. is hard to stop using. These two have a definite relation.
If LSD is applied, it brings the other dimension to a high-schizophrenic state. Schizophrenia is a necessary process. LSD artificially brings this process on about scientifically created life?

This is a new advancement in science. However, it is strange that they have not released any findings. Are they afraid to do so?

Well, that is not the point. The point is that they have been able to do it. What they have done is created an artificial soul. A soul is a thought—a being. All they created is a simple soul of a few nerves. A self-reproducing protozoan type animal. These protozoans are created in all of the dimensions naturally and therefore is quite optimistically common.

About the cell, the cell is a naturally created protozoan animal composed
of more than one cell are

Cell compounds. We are composed
of intelligent cell compounds
which form a soul.

About brain transplant, science is
how thinking about brain transplant, this
is impossible or even touching the
brain because the more it is
out of shape the less it will
attract the soul if an entirely
her brain is put in—no soul and
therefore no life will enter it unless
possibly by mistake the old soul
would go to its old brain.

About time travel, if science ever
does come up with a method
for traveling thru time, it will be
the greatest advance in history
since the wheel. However I
believe that this is not possible
unless your soul existed at that
time. And if it would travel
thru time it may exist in the
body it had at that time.

However looking at it from another
point or view it might be easier
If the soul did not exist at that time because then the soul would be living in two places at once. If the soul would exist at that time you would be present but the surrounding creatures would not be aware of your presence. Both may be true. I believe that there is a way to do anything in one way or another.

About migraine headaches, migraine headache has not yet been conquered by science. I intend to conquer it. The migraine headache is a defect in the soul and equal in all of the dimensions. As you know in the subconscious dimension is subconsciously magnified like all other happenings.

About ESP, and place transportation! E.S.P. is sent by place transport weather then phenomena or than people. These happenings like all others happen the next day in the other dimension and also in the rest of the infinite group.
A Kent soul joins forces of human experience. They shape the soul into being. They shape the soul into being.

About a creature, you will if you have an occasion to speak is a teacher.

You do so by the power of the soul. The same is true if you have an occasion to speak. They ask human experience from their colors and
we are all equal members of the infinite group as I before mentioned in this paper.

About the percentage of schizophrenics. Exactly half of our dimention is more or less schizophrenic in some way.

Every body is a bit schizophrenic, but nature has a dividing point separating non-schizophrenic from schizophrenic. Other than dreams leading from pains of dimention, it may also be true that psychiatrists, psychologists and other various dream interpreters can not distinguish schizophrenic dreams from non-schizophrenic dreams.

There is so little difference in various cases. However both lead to the leading of pains and not being able to distinguish schizophrenics from non-schizophrenics. Are both factors that may cause this.

About the many souls of heaven, God
can not possibly watch over all of the dimensional creatures, so each person in heaven watches over one that looks like him or herself. I will try to explain this. The 56
world of dimensions are continuous. When one soul passes away another one which looks exactly like it takes its place even though the personality is different and so is the soul. So the earth is continuously being duplicated as time goes on. Each heavenly person watches over one and all of the infinite dimensions looking like himself. Since they all perform the same actions, he or she puts them into a single unit and watches them in that form since some of them are schizophrenic and some not as you know. The schizophrenics sleep at one time and non-schizophrenics
at another. So when one is asleep she or he watches the other. So when you are praying to God, you are not really praying to God, but to one in heaven (or hell) which looks like your  

A bout shorting, breathing is a different process. During sleep, during deep sleep, the capacity of breath, and filtering of the body is at a greater need. The soul takes burden and gets a deeper breath. It must work hard because the sleep's diminution does not have much soul. This state is mostly true in older men because older men struggle harder in sleep. Women have a less powerful soul than that of men, as you can see because men
are stronger than women.

About women and their intelligence,compared to that of men, women are physically stronger than men, and women are mentally stronger than men. The two sexes have their intelligence put in two places. They are the same except that their sides and shape of brain are different.

I cannot understand human beings, the children, the mothers, and the men. I believe in having a God who made the world.

About the mysticism in religion, I believe in the life after death, and there is no savior, Jesus Christ. Jews believe that Adam and Eve were born from sand and dirt. I believe there is no truth to it.
For instance D Christ coming back from death, is an accomplishment which will soon be able to do. To a believer of E.S.P. it would be a telepathic experience. Many religions have also stressed the belief of soul parenting. When the soul exists on earth from body to body until it is perfected. This is a belief made up by an individual who believes in such, as I believe in science. All other religions mystical happenings can be explained according to science. About centuries of centuries originated hundreds of thousands of years ago from the belief that if the body was buried the dead person's soul would return at night. This is not true. All that the body is after the soul left. If it after it died is dead force the soul left it. Sometimes Jews put many religions thing with him after death. Many even the ashes of a pet dead dog, this
About death and sleep, many mystics believe that death is not the same as sleep except in death, it leaves the body for good. Then what about sleep walking, talking, REM, sleep and shoring? A small part of the soul is left in the body during sleep. In death, the soul is not the slightest bit in the body.

About a lost soul. Many mystics believe that if one is suddenly awakened, the soul may not find its way back to the body. It may be far away, but it is not at all likely. The soul goes by place transport and the bodies are magnetically connected. If it were to get lost, it would first have to get damaged because, at this sudden awakening. When one dies during sleep, it is caused by a lost soul. The soul cannot find its way back to...
its body and therefore spends one
life in the other dimmentions, then
the soul gets lost in that
dimmentions. After this
the soul descends to heaven, the
soul is indistinguishable. It can
not be destroyed, but it can be
damaged as in mental illness.

About water in the brain: Water in the
brain comes from the body tissues, either
by birth or from an accident. By
birth, the water from the tissues
grows or forms in the brain before
birth, or an accident which the fluids
get shot up to the brain. These
water tissues press on the soul damaging it.

This occurs in all of the dimmentions.

About soul: According to some
religions, the soul is good.

The soul is in heaven, waiting till
its use is to come. This is one of the
dimmentions, when the soul is used
at a certain time, when it is used.
It forgets all its happenings in
heaven by a certain type of brain
washing and readies for its
next life. As I said it is directed
by their behavior in past
lives; because of this brain washing,
they have to start learning all
again.

About instinct: The instinct is a
force of the soul to learn. Freud
calls it the id. When one is a baby it
sucks on a bottle by instinct to
put in by God before his or her
journey to the earth. This is the same as
the force of the soul when
Growing. Sexual instinct appears
in late teens as he matures. I will
discuss this next.

About sexual maturity and instinct:
When men and women reach around
is, they get and instinct to perform
the sex act. The soul's force called an
drive, makes the male want to inject
his penis to the vagina.

About tranquilizers: Tranquilizers loosen a
right and tense soul. Some are taken in
pill form, and in pill form, depending on the resistance of the individual. About the soulologically way of sensing Mental illness. I have investigated on a way of sensing Mental Illness from one's dreams, others then way invented by Freud, Adler, Sullivan, Jung, et al if one is not a schizophrenic, you can sense it very carefully by looking for any Mental illness signs then subtracting schizophrenia from it. You will then gain his mental illness knowledge. This will require persistent analyses because as I mentioned, leachings of diminution can occur and this would spoil the complete purpose of the analysis if this occurs and you only allow one or two analyses, this would spoil the complete purpose of. If one is a schizophrenic, then just use the regular method of dream interpretation with out subtracting schizophrenic acts. Because there aren't any anyway. Before I also mentioned that there is a set spot in which schizophrenics divide from schizophrenics, this is approximately. This varies in different individuals. First psychoanalyse
the patient, then examine his or her schizophrenic dreams. You can then mathematically determine the separation degree. After many analyses, you will soon be able to picture the exact degree of separation. Now, at the end of the first component, you can realize what facts about your patient is schizophrenic or non-schizophrenic and work from there.

About an A to B, B to A act: An A to B, B to A act is when one follows the A (One individual) B (Another individual) follows each other, A follows B while B follows A. This is a telepathic experience when both minds function at once, as one for that period of time, the souls abnormally move together.

In other words, the souls abnormally move together. About like happiness! Like enjoyment is the soul a subconscious power. You would not have enjoyment if it were your soul was consciously aware of it. As you know the subconscious mind expresses itself when one is unconscious, the subconscious must...
also be more that there is life after death, or you would go around screaming all the time. Some allow themselves to believe in it and others forcefully try to resist it. This is another awareness put into the human mind to mature before or God lets you produce. It is left by God. All other awarenesses of your like on earth before are destroyed (reincarnated) if you had any previous ones.

About pain in sleep, many people have had

travels, teeth, part of the eye, or even heart transplants. Still regular pain, pain is lightly to wake you up. In sleep or in an anesthesia, you can have anything close to you with out it hurting. However, it hurts the soul in the other dimension, and also the other dimensions. This unlike other things is expressed emotionally and not physically. all of the dimensions or the infinite group of cause including this dimension. What I mean...
is that the pain is expressed in
the mind and thinking, remembering, predicting
the future etc. This is true because
the sleep is automatically put on an
anti-esthetic. If pain during sleep occurs, it is physically. This pain
can not be too great, because at a certain degree of pain during
sleep would awaken you.
About the position of head back
and hands forward during
sleep walking. This position
is caused by the schizophrenia
exaggeration possible and the
schizophrenic effect it has.
when passing through
dimensions, sleep walking,
and then sleep walking,
also can occur. This
same problem will occur
the next day in this
dimension. Except
we noticed schizophrenia
so already, this position
of the sleep schizophrenia
is as Freud terms the ego.
Vice versa.

About abnormal! I personally do not find the term abormal emotionally appealing. For I believe that even the schizophrenics are not abnormal. This is a natural process. All the other mental diseases are natural, planned illnesses, also. E.g., I find as a more appropriate term. However, I do not believe a in what it stands for, the same perception. This is but caused by an extra sense, by a natural process of life.

But a lie detector detector lies detector are very helpful to the police to find out whether one is telling the truth. (It is also very popular among criminals who use it as a form of cheating a black market.) Now to the point. When the individual is being tested he creates a force when lies, which is the truth. This force is
of the good part of the soul

the bad, and good parts of the soul. If one tells the truth, then both parts of the soul consistently meet and agree.

About apoplexy. In apoplexy, the blood damages the brain, as scientists say. The blood really drains out the soul. Not really draining it but causing the soul to see hallucination.

About epilepsy. Epilepsy is divided into three groups: grand mal, petit mal, and automatism thinking. Grand mal and petit mal are both caused by the soul being in a confined place, or the soul squeezing itself together. Automatic thinking is caused by the soul being so tense that it thinks with out doing it. This consistent energy is caused by a soul going between about one quota at the way that the ambition, the soul is the other. Ambition it turn wakes up at quota of the way. Gradually, the soul pressure brings it completely out.
of this dimmention bringing unconsciusness
and waking up the soul in the other
dimmention. Vice versa, at the end
at the fit, the soul loses power
and regains a relaxing state.

About death in mental illness. This may
seem like a complex cadigary to
define. Although it is quite simple,
when the soul overworks itself so
severely, it creates a damaged
soul. The soul can not stand this
miserability, and goes to heaven
or hell. It then turns normal.

About blood clots. Blood clots can also
cause mental illness. The brain needs
a certain amount of blood to store
the soul, with out it becoming
dry. Although as you know too much
blood damages the soul. This blood
clot hurts the soul causing mental
illness. Eventually it taxes the
aliveness of the area causing death.

About the cause of feeble mindedness. In
feeble mindedness, the brain is damaged
in growing which is a growing defect on
the brain. In car accidents the soul brain
The brain is damaged by the cell force. The brain is damaged, not the soul. When the brain gets damaged, it creates severe impulses. This goes for all brain diseases, mental illness, feeble-mindedness, brain injuries, etc. The soul is not damaged; the soul is indestructible. There are no excuses for this rule.

About the cell! This may come as a surprise to you, but I have just come up with the most astounding theory. It is that the ameba is really a soul, with little protoplasm. And I have proof. You know that the soul is indestructible and lives forever on. Well, scientists have proven that the ameba is constantly regenerating itself by fission. It also lives forever. It has so little protoplasm that it is basically a soul, just enough protoplasm to be seen by the microscope. As time went on, the cell multiplied itself and became two cells. Finally, down to the most advanced humans. And like the soul, the cell has
Know definite shape.

I need O...
This might be you over there.

About angels, saints, spirits, and devils, these are basically all one of the same kind, except the devil. As time went on, different people gave different names to the same thing. A saint on one side, then on the other side he is a devil. The devil is from the bad everlasting life.

About the soul in the physical body. When a soul forms a concept of the fate of a soul, it finds a new body, and the soul reincarnates itself. The soul is infinite - it always lives and so does the soul.
The physical body is the physical body, overcomes the size of the soul, it dies. In mammals, the physical body is always greater, so the life span is finite. About the command to forget in hypnosis.
About working up things, so you'll
(then the schizophrenic happens)
otherwise (the schizophrenic) then
then the other dimension has a
way directly, but it is the dimension
intraschizophrenic then
the soul in the other dimension.
fail. As when we face out suddenly
it occurs. In the dimension
and it is a while the soul in
the other dimension the other
way.

I put Dimen Dino's down. All dimensions
exist in the one unique room.
Different times of this one may
force exist together. The same
things as you know happen
in all the dimension.

end of some all of each

An exact set of happenings
is set up for each day by
the intermediate dimension
which occur at some time
about life! Life is considered
As ending when it ends on this earth. This is not true. There lives continue in heaven or hell. They are infinite.
If they were not continued on earth it could be on another plane. Even if the being is not like one type it could exist and develop. It can be argued that according to some religions the soul could exist in an animal or in a poor man or a rich man or a middle class man depending on the behavior of his past life (eves).
About identical dreams. Identical dreams is a delusion of the soul. During this period the have identical dreams.
About continuation dreams. Continuation dreams are when one soul stops dreaming and the other takes over. Usually when one is related by blood, there
the sense in the other dimension.

...sists of another being.

Thus... things in our past physical actions, in our future physical actions, in the things we are to do... This is supposed to be our reality, this is supposed to be our reality...

...are least in that order. To the extent that we feel this order, this reality, the essentially the other order.

She also... They all...